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About This Game

IGF FINALIST 2013
BAFTA WINNER 2012

TIGA AWARD FINALIST 2012

1. Build Hotel.
2. Make Music.

3. Stop Tadstock.

An insane hybrid of a tower defense game and a procedural music toy with tons of bullets (and healthy number of Wu-Tang
references and credit crunch satire).

The hit game for iOS now available on Windows and Mac! You are a budding entrepreneur, whose hotel is rather unfortunately
located within the territory of Tarnation Tadstock, the Texas Tyrant. Your only defense against Tadstock’s army of seagulls,
rats, yetis, and more is to build your hotel as quickly and intelligently as possible, using an array of increasingly sophisticated

weapons.

The beautiful artwork, quirky storyline, and frantic gameplay all work seamlessly together with a generative music system,
which creates original music depending on the player’s actions and decisions. The player becomes a composer, creating complex
musical structures to defend their hotel. A vast variety of music can be generated, from delicate beach chillout to country banjo

techno.
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Get the BAFTA-winning game that Kotaku said was "wonderful" and The Guardian called "an unlikely work of minimalist art".
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Title: Bad Hotel
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Lucky Frame
Publisher:
Lucky Frame
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Storage: 150 MB available space

English
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The Store Page should say Locked Keyboard Binds or Controller only! No Mouse!

Returning it. Didn't even get to play it, (literally on the Main Menu for 5 minutes so I could write this review) not going to waste
time on a keybindless PC game when there is Stardew Valley and/or My Time in Portia.

A note to the Devs if they are reading or care about their players/reviews.... I have the CELEBRATION PACK but the game
does not allow me to play the other parts of the Saga, so called my MANIA-PLANET account is linked to another STEAM
account, or that NO, thanks for the loss of money OR that I am NOT linked to another account

HELP

J'ai le CELEBRATION PACK mais le jeu ne m'autorise pas à play aux autres volets de la Saga, sois disant mon compte
MANIA-PLANET est lié à un autre compte STEAM, or que NON, merci pour la perte d'argent OR que je ne suis PAS lié à un
autre compte

HELP. This was a really fun puzzle game that my girlfriend and I enjoyed playing together. Highly recommend to anyone
looking for local co-op puzzle games.. There is very little text in between too many uninteresting fights. The French translation
is rather poor. The gameplay during fights is driven by too much pointless randomness. The music is extremely repetitive. There
are better gamebooks by Tin Man Games, e.g. \u00ab An Assassin in Orlandes \u00bb.. GREAT GAME!
Simplistic mechanic, difficult to master
Easy to learn. Don't listen to the negative reviews. This game is awesome. It's got the best live action cutscenes I've ever seen in
my entire life. Has multiple endings, and because of it is replayable as heck. It's worth the price.. Now I don't mean to say that
this is a bad game, I actually wanted to play this for years because I liked the style of it and the character selection. However,
once I finally bought the game and started playing, I didn't have the experience I was expecting, or discover anything that was
showcased on the store page. I followed the path, I strayed from the path, and I spent so much time travelling in every direction
to find something new and exciting but it always felt as if I were going in circles. I see so many interesting screenshots of this
game and I found it difficult to replicate the same experiences. The game itself is creatively done with an interesting narrative
but I don't recommend it unless you're willing to sacrifice your time and patience wandering through the same place over and
over in hopes of finding a needle in a haystack.. Horror games these days are in no short supply, especially in the indie
department, so it's always a gamble on whether you're going to get a decent, entertaining game, or another cheap cash-grab piece
of trash. Luckily, Wooden Floor is more on the decent side of things. It looks good, the atmosphere is pretty well done, the
sound is great, the mechanics work well enough. There was one or two parts that frustrated me a little bit, but every obstacle and
puzzle within the game is pretty easy to figure out and overcome on your own. The story, while being incredibly vague and very
non-specific, is interesting. It feels fresh for this kind of game, which I definitely appreciate. Hopefully they flesh things out a
little more in the second one (I have not played that one at the time of writing this review).

$6 isn't a horrible price for the game, but I would recommend trying to get the game when it's on sale. While it is an interesting,
and, for the most part, entertaining game, it's VERY short. If you take your sweet time checking out every little detail in the
game like I did, you'll complete the game in about an hour. I imagine anyone that doesn't stop and look at everything will finish
around 45 minutes or so. But overall, I enjoyed it, and will be getting the second game in the series.. Cool puzzle game, very
hard levels with cabbage =)
10\/10 bunnies =)
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I love the music! Great vocals and guitar solos!
11\/10. I enjoyed this, it was challenging, to say the least. I had to use walkthrough many times, since I just wanted to continue
futher. The story was interesting, but some of the quizzes were too hard and annoying to pass.. I remember my dad getting this
game with me many years ago and I was way too young to really understand what was going on so cheated my way through the
whole thing. Then got Disciples 2 and spent far more time playing that one. Now in recent days i've come back to the original
and find that it has a shine to it that the second one just didn't have.

Might be the simpler charm, or the (in my opinion) far more gratifying attacks and sounds over it's sequel. Still has a bit of a
difficulty curve to it, something in common with it's protoge. My friends had more trouble with it than I did and it can be a turn
off if you don't have a mind that has molded to the setting and playstyle a bit.

For the most part it was a great first entry in the series and still holds up to it's sequel (and in my opinion much better than the
3rds). I would reccomend it to those who enjoy the turn based playstyle and an old fantasy setting driven by story with gratifying
combat.. this game is crazy!. Really cool game!

My buddies and I are always looking for fun co op games and this did not dissappoint. It has a really good feel to it when you
team up and explode your enemies everywhere.

Overall pretty solid game and worth the $10.. Quick impressions:

+Lots of unique Celtic units.

-Same voice-overs as all the vanilla tribes, which I've gotten really sick of (especially during diplomacy).
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